This study explores how new text analysis tools can be used in strategic management research that examines unstructured textual data. We build on two established natural language processing (NLP) techniques, vector space models and topic modeling, to create text-based measures of several core constructs in strategy -namely strategic change, positioning, and focus.
INTRODUCTION
Research in strategic management has long investigated the drivers of firm performance (Rumelt, Schendel, & Teece, 1992) . Researchers have been primarily concerned with how various aspects of firm strategy relate to competitive advantage. Among the theories and constructs that have been put forward, a large body of literature has investigated the role of strategic change (e.g., Haveman, 1992; , positioning against rivals (e.g., Porter, 1980; , and focus of products and business portfolios (e.g., Wernerfelt & Montgomery, 1988) in driving competitive advantage.
Empirical testing of these theories requires measures of varied aspects of strategy.
However, measurement of the theoretical constructs has repeatedly proven to be a difficult task (Boyd, Dess, & Rasheed, 1993) . Large-scale empirical tests have typically employed proxy measures of strategy using accounting and financial data sources (e.g., Finkelstein & Hambrick, 1990 ), but often yielded inconsistent findings (Rajagopalan & Spreitzer, 1997) . Lack of longitudinal data which measures multiple dimensions of the strategic characteristics of firms often hinders researchers in their attempts to run large-scale empirical analysis that could be generalizable across different industries and firms. This paper suggests that researchers may make use of text analysis to address this methodological gap and shows that text-based measures of strategy can be a powerful complement to existing archival measures of strategy.
Over the past three decades, a class of methods called text analysis has become a widely used methodological approach in various streams of strategic management research. With text analysis, researchers have been able to extract meaningful information from unstructured textual data and perform qualitative as well as quantitative analyses with it. In recent years, developments in computational tools have significantly improved the reliability, replicability, and scalability of this method (Kabanoff, 1997; Grimmer & Stewart, 2013) . With increasing availability of textual data, the value of textual analysis has increased, providing researchers the opportunities to address old questions in new ways. However, the existing tools for analyzing text have not been well suited for measuring strategy due to their limited scope in generating relevant data.
Broadly speaking, two types of text analysis techniques are usually used in the literature: "keyword counts" (e.g., Cho & Hambrick, 2006; Kaplan, 2008) and "mapping analysis" (e.g., Huff, Narapareddy, & Fletcher, 1990; Carley, 1993) . The first method, keyword counts, typically uses the computer to automatically measure the frequency of keywords which have been ex-ante identified by researchers as being associated with a construct of interest, and has been the most widely used technique to date (Duriau, Reger, & Pfarrer, 2007) . The appeal of this technique derives from the fact that frequency of keywords provides an objective and intuitive indicator of a construct's magnitude or relative importance (Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982; Weber, 1990) . The second approach, called "mapping analysis" (Axelrod, 1976; Carley & Palmquist, 1992) , extracts representations of relational linkages between concepts in texts (Huff, 1990) , and is mostly a complementary technique to the former. Typically, human coders are trained to determine relevant concepts and relations in texts and read through a set of documents until they reach a reliable representation of the cognitive relationships underlying the texts (Huff, Narapareddy, & Fletcher, 1990 ).
While both these techniques have become accepted textual analysis methods within the literature, the two conventional techniques present an apparent tradeoff. By counting keywords, researchers can extract narrow measures of the content in a text (e.g., managerial attention to an emerging technology), but are unable to exploit the rich and valuable information that resides in the broader structure of the words in texts (Carley & Palmquist, 1992) . In contrast, mapping analysis provides richer information underlying a text (e.g., managerial beliefs of action-outcome linkages), but the technique requires a significant amount of human interpretation to extract an agreeable level of data, restricting the use the method to analyze a sizable amount of textual data.
In this regard, the current tools for analyzing textual data have been limited in generating data for large-scale empirical analysis in strategy research.
Recent advances in natural language processing (NLP) methods from computer science provide new opportunities to utilize textual data (Grimmer & Stewart, 2013) . Most importantly, NLP enables researchers to extract deeper meaning structures from a voluminous amount of text through computational algorithms. In this study, we explore some NLP tools to shed new light on some core questions in strategy research. To this end, we introduce two complementary techniques of increasing sophistication to utilize textual data and develop three new measures of core constructs in strategy research.
First, building on a widely used NLP framework called "vector space models," we create two measures of firm strategy: "change in strategy" and "differentiation from industry competitors." We show how researchers can employ a summary statistic of text called "term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf)" to measure the relative distance between texts and further use this measure to create positional variables of strategy. Second, developing on an NLP technique called "topic modeling," which extracts the latent topics in a set of documents and measures the composition of topics within texts, we create a measure of "strategic focus" (Siggelkow, 2003) . Using the compositional weights of topics inferred from texts, we demonstrate that researchers can use this technique to measure the concentration or dispersion of topics within texts and further test how this measure correlates to important firm characteristics.
Applying these methods to corporate annual reports, we find evidence that our new textbased measures of change, differentiation, and focus in strategy are associated with the actual strategies of the firms. We demonstrate a few examples where our constructs identified periods of sharp strategic change, increased differentiation, or increased focus in firms that were clearly linked to those events in the actual timelines of these firms, as seen in the historical accounts. We also demonstrate how these constructs are significantly associated with future firm performance,
in line with what has been suggested by the existing literature. For instance, we find that larger strategic change is, on average, correlated with lower future performance, and that a moderate degree of differentiation from rivals is correlated with increased future performance than high or low differentiation, thus providing empirical support for some fundamental claims in strategy.
These findings also point to the potential of using textual analysis of corporate texts to measure and run large-scale empirical analyses of important constructs in strategy research.
LITERATURE
In this section, we review the existing literature on strategic change, positioning, and focus. While summarizing how the prior literature has theorized and empirically tested these constructs in relation to firm competitive advantage, we briefly discuss how a text-based measure of the respective construct may complement the existing empirical studies.
Strategic change
Change in strategy is one of the most recurrently studied topics in the strategic management literature. Accordingly, the discussion has been widely scattered across different streams of research (see Ginsberg, 1988; Rajagopalan & Spreitzer, 1997 for a review). Based on the theoretical lenses adopted in the studies, one may categorize the literature on strategic change in terms of the ecological (e.g., Kelly & Amburgey, 1991; Amburgey, Kelly, & Barnett, 1993) , institutional (e.g., Kraatz & Zajac, 1996) , adaptation (e.g., March, 1981; Lant & Mezias, 1992; Greve, 1998) , and interpretive (e.g., Dutton & Duncan, 1987; Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991) perspectives.
In relating strategic change to organizational performance outcomes, two major theoretical views offer diametrically opposing predictions (Zajac & Kraatz, 1993) . The adaptation perspective suggests that organizations attempt to adapt to changing environments in order to secure performance and survival (March & Simon, 1958) . Although the performance outcome of the adaptive efforts is not guaranteed (March, 1981) , it is expected that strategic change leads to performance improvement by increasing the fit between the organization and the environment (e.g., Virany, Tushman, & Romanelli, 1992) . The ecological perspective, in contrast, tends to view strategic change as not only rarely occurring, but also dysfunctional and disruptive to organizations (Hannan & Freeman, 1977; . It is argued that change in organizational features introduces disruption to the operational reliability and thus impairs financial performance and aggravates the likelihood of organizational failure.
In accordance with these contradictory predictions, prior empirical studies find varying results with regard to the effect of strategic change on organizational performance (Rajagopalan & Spreitzer, 1997) . For example, some studies find a positive relationship between change and financial performance (e.g., Zajac & Kraatz, 1993; Haveman, 1992) , supporting the prediction that change resolves the incongruity between the organization and the environment (Tushman & Romanelli, 1985) . However, a different set of studies find a negative relationship between strategic change and organizational performance, in line with the prediction offered by the ecological perspective (e.g., . Still other studies find a non-significant relationship between change and performance (e.g., Kelly & Amburgey, 1991) , casting doubt that change has a definitively negative or positive effect on performance.
The inconclusiveness in the empirical findings could be attributed to the differences in the operationalization of strategic change and organizational performance and/or to the differences in the empirical settings (Rajagopalan & Spreitzer, 1997) . Studies typically focus on firms in a specific industry and use industry-specific measures of change in some particular characteristics of the firm. For instance, examining the U.S. airline industry, Kelly and Amburgey (1991) measured the changes in the product mix and the level of diversification as the business-and corporate-level changes and the probability of business failure as an indicator of firm performance. Haveman (1992) studied the savings and loan industry and used change in the firm's investment portfolio on eight different submarkets as the change variable and two financial measures (net worth and net income) and the rate of failure as the performance variables.
While industry-specific studies provide rich detail about each industry, it is not easy to generalize the research findings to a broader set of industries. Thus, for a large sample study to test the theory of interest, one needs a measure of strategic change that can be measured across a diverse set of firms in different industries. To this end, we suggest that a text-based measure of strategic change can overcome the methodological limitation.
Strategic positioning
The positioning school of strategy (Porter, 1980; Ghemawat, 1991) argues that a firm's competitive advantage derives from its position within the market vis-à-vis its rivals. It is argued that the firms that create and capture additional value, through lower cost and/or higher quality positions, than the rivals generate competitive advantage (Porter, 1985; Brandenburger & Stuart; . A firm's position is achieved through the activities that the firm performs along its value chain (Porter, 1985; . The earlier work argued that firms can perform three stylized types of strategies (cost leadership, differentiation, or focus) to achieve a superior position (Porter, 1985) . However, more recent arguments have moved towards viewing a firm as a system of interconnected activities and suggest that the mutual reinforcement of activities is crucial in creating and sustaining competitive advantage (Porter, 1996; Siggelkow, 2001; 2002) .
According to this perspective, when firms are crowded around a position within the market, increased rivalry likely erodes competitive advantage (Porter, 1985) , unless industry participants collude to reduce rivalry by forming an informal group (Caves & Porter, 1977; Porter, 1979) . Increased number of undifferentiated rivals erodes profitability because firms would need to share the fixed amount of value created in the market (Brandenburger & Stuart, 1996; Hatten & Hatten, 1987) . Thus, sustained competitive advantage is achieved when firms can continuously create strategic distance from their rivals through repositioning their business strategy (Menon & Yao, 2017) .
While the competitive advantage from superior positioning is now an old argument in the strategic management literature, empirical research on this argument has been largely limited because of the difficulty of measuring competitive positions of market players (Smith, Grimm, Gannon, Wally & Young, 1997) . Only a few studies were performed on select industries, such as the airline industry (e.g., Peteraf, 1993; Baum & Korn, 1996; Chen, 1996; Smith et al., 1997) , where the set of competitors and the boundaries of competition (single business) are clearly defined and the information on the competitive positions of the players in the market are publicly available. Because firms often operate in multiple businesses and information regarding their market profiles is not readily available, it is difficult to apply methods utilized in this kind of studies to firms in other industries.
Departing from models that assess market positions in terms of price and costs (Brandenburger & Stuart, 1996) or industry-specific factors (e.g., Chen, 1996) , we adopt a landscape perspective of competition (e.g., Hotelling, 1929; Lee, Lee, & Roh, 2002) and, using a text-based measure of strategic position, examine how strategic distance between industry participants relate to the competitive advantage of firms in the marketplace.
Strategic focus
The degree to which a firm should be focused in its business and product portfolio has also been one of the most central topics examined in strategic management research (see Ramanujam & Varadarajan, 1989; Palich, Cardinal, & Miller, 2000) . Evidenced by the work in industrial organization (Edwards, 1955) and agency theory (Jensen, 1986) , the economic literature has heavily studied this topic as well (Lang & Stulz, 1994; Montgomery, 1994) .
However, similar to the discourse on strategic change, there has been no convergence in the theoretical frameworks and empirical findings that explain the relationship between firm focus and performance (Palich et al., 2000; Zahavi & Lavie, 2013) .
In the spirit of agency theoretic explanations, a set of studies argues that the level of diversification would have a negative effect on firm performance due to the agency costs incurred by firm managers (Amihud & Lev, 1981; Jensen, 1986) . In support of this argument, empirical studies find evidence of a negative relationship between the degree of diversification and firm performance, particularly in terms of Tobin's q (Wernerfelt & Montgomery, 1988; Lang & Stulz, 1994) and return on invested capital (Montgomery, 1985) . In contrast, the resource-based perspective argues that firms may diversify their business to utilize the excess capacity in productive factors (Penrose, 1959; Wernerfelt, 1984) , implying that diversification is not necessarily bad for firm performance. Departing from the argument about the performance consequences of the level of diversification, a standard argument in this stream of research is that firms may obtain economies of scope through related diversification (Markides & Williamson, 1994; Montgomery, 1994) . In line with this reasoning, a set of empirical findings support that a firm's performance is maximized when the firm holds a portfolio of related businesses (Palich, Cardinal, & Miller, 2000) .
While empirical studies on strategic focus abound in the literature, measurement of the level and type of diversification has been a persistent problem for empirical testing of the theories (Chatterjee & Blocher, 1992; Hoskisson, Hitt, Johnson, & Moesel, 1993) . In many studies, the degree of focus is typically measured as a Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI)-like measure of sales based on the Standard Industry Classification (SIC) or the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes (e.g., Montgomery, 1985; Ravenscraft & Scherer, 1987) . A simple count of the industry codes is frequently used as well (Palich et al., 2000) .
However, the heavy reliance on industry classification codes for measuring diversification can be a problem for empirical testing because neither the SIC nor the NAICS codes properly reflect the distance between industrial boundaries over time since the classifications are static. This introduces major difficulties in effectively gauging the level or type of diversification.
Moving away from measures that rely upon traditional industry classifications, in this study, we suggest using a text-based measure of strategic focus. As a complement to the industry-focused measures, we adopt a topic focused view which is both more temporally dynamic, as well as generally applicable across industry contexts.
DATA
For the analysis to follow, we use the business descriptions in corporate annual reports to measure the various constructs of strategy discussed in the literature section. Annual reports are an important and relevant source of data that periodically disclose the current state of the strategy of public firms. Since Bowman (1978; pioneered the use of annual reports to identify corporate strategies, researchers have used portions of the annual reports to study various types of firm characteristics (e.g., Bettman & Weitz, 1983; Fiol, 1989; Guo, Yu, & Gimeno, 2017) . For instance, Gavetti and Rivkin (2007) used the business descriptions in the annual reports of Lycos and Yahoo to examine the difference and similarity in their representations of the firm's strategy in the late 90s.
Annual reports, technically referred to as the "Form 10-K" filings, are required by the federal securities laws for all public companies and are archived by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Item 1 of the 10-K filings concerns the description of the business. It is the part where firms are required to comprehensively overview the current state of their business, mostly discussing the major business areas, including their product and geographic scope. While it is argued that the reports are primarily prepared by the public relations department in firms (e.g., Barr, Stimpert, & Huff, 1992) , prior studies find that there is a reasonable correspondence between the written information and the objective reality (e.g., Bowman, 1984; Gavetti & Rivkin, 2007; Guo, Yu, & Gimeno, 2017) . Thus, in this analysis, we use the Item 1 section of the annual reports to create our text-based strategy measures.
We gathered the entire collection of 10-K filings from the EDGAR database of SEC 1 .
The EDGAR database contains 10-K filings starting with 1994, but the data is sparse for the earlier years because it was only on May 6, 1996 that firms were fully required to make their filings electronically available through the database. Thus, we restricted the sample of annual reports to those that were filed between 1996 and 2016. After merging the 10-K data with firm financial data from COMPUSTAT, our final sample size is 52,392 firm-year observations.
After retrieving the 10-K data from the database, we performed a few steps of text processing prior to applying our text analysis methods. First, we extracted the portion of business descriptions (Item 1) from the raw text files. While 10-K filings are divided into four parts with 15 items, the electronic versions do not provide the individual items separately. We created a custom algorithm to identify the sections in the 10-K and used it to extract the Item 1 for each filing.
Next, we employed a few text preprocessing techniques that are standard in text analysis studies (see Jurafsky & Martin, 2014, and Manning, Raghavan & Schütze, 2008 , for an overview of NLP). The preprocessing steps are used for decreasing the complexity of the textual data, while preserving the substantive content for the analysis (Denny & Spirling, 2017) . As a first step, we parsed each document into words and removed non-alphabetical expressions, such as punctuations, special characters (e.g., #, %, &, $, and ₩), and numbers. Then, we lowercased (de-capitalized) the words and removed "stop words," words that primarily function as grammatical fillers in text. Examples of stop words include 'there', 'here', 'about', 'which', 'just', 'or', 'nor', and 'such'. 2 While stop words can be used for the analysis of, for example, the style of writing, its removal does not lead to significant difference in our analyses since it does not contain semantic meaning.
Most text analysis methods take the individual words as the unit of analysis. However, since there are multi-word expressions, such as "business portfolio" or "global expansion strategy," that deliver a particular meaning different from the individual words, we take into account these expressions with a process called "noun-phrase chunking." The chunking process first identifies how each word functions in a sentence (using a function called part-of-speech tagging) and then extracts the combinations of words that function as noun-phrases in each sentence.
Words are often written in various forms while they essentially convey the same meaning (e.g., "focus" and "foci"). Stemming and lemmatization are typically used as alternative techniques to reduce the variant forms of vocabularies in the corpus (Manning et al., 2008) .
Stemming refers to a heuristics-based process of reducing words to their basic form (i.e., word stem). Lemmatization refers to the process of reducing words to their dictionary form (i.e., word's lemma). In our analysis, after comparing the results of stemming and lemmatization, we elected to use the latter since it more reliably converted the words to interpretable forms.
As a final step for preprocessing, we filtered out a portion of the vocabularies by its frequency of appearance in different documents. Prior work in NLP has found that both extremely frequent and extremely infrequent words do not contribute much when analyzing the patterns in a large set of documents and, practically, that the filtering significantly reduces the size of words analyzed (Denny & Spirling, 2017) . We used a cutoff rule whereby words that appeared in more than 75% of documents and those that appeared in less than 20 documents were discarded. 
TECHNIQUES
In this section, we explain how we create our text-based measures of strategic change, positioning, and focus, based on two types of established techniques in the field of NLP, called "vector space models" and "topic modeling."
Vector Space Models
Every NLP application requires decisions about how to convert the textual data to a numerical form (Manning et al., 2008) . One basic but robust approach is a class of models called "vector space models," which transforms a text into a vector form with each word appearing in the text as a feature in a vector space. Given a collection of documents, called the corpus, each document can be represented as a vector consisting of D dimensions, where D is the size of the dictionary or the total number of unique words (and multi-word expressions) that appear in the corpus. In this model, the order of words is disregarded since it imposes minimal cost on inference (see Grimmer & Stewart, 2013 for discussion).
Each feature in the vector representation of a text includes a numerical value of a word which may be calculated in various ways. One way is to assign a binary value, 0 or 1, for each feature in the vector, indicating the presence of a word in each document (e.g., Hoberg & Phillips, 2010) . While this approach can significantly reduce the time required to process the textual data, it is a very coarse method that drops a key piece of information in the data, namely, the frequency of words.
As evidenced in prior work (e.g., Kaplan, 2008) , the frequency of words in a text reflects the degree to which a concept is invoked. Moreover, information about how frequently a word appears in different texts in the corpus also reveals the word's degree of generality; words that appear in a small portion of the corpus often have significant discriminating power in the text. To account for these factors, one can use a measure called the term frequency -inverse document frequency (tf-idf), which is a numerical weight of the word proportional to the frequency of word in a text and inversely proportional to the log of the frequency of word within the corpus.
Formally, the tf-idf value of a term in a document is calculated as:
where tft,d denotes the number of occurrences of term t in document d and idft denotes the log of the inverse fraction of the documents that contain the term t in the corpus (idft = log(N / dft),
where N is the total number of documents and dft is the number of documents containing term t).
Using the vector representations, one can calculate the distance or similarity between documents through various vector calculation methods. One of the most frequently used methods is to calculate the cosine similarity between two document vectors (Salton & Buckley, 1988; Manning & Schütze, 1999) . The cosine similarity is computed as the cosine of the angle between two tf-idf vectors of texts (V1, V2):
Once the cosine similarity is calculated, one can easily compute the cosine distance between the two vectors V1 and V2 as:
CosineDistance (V1, V2) = 1 -CosineSimilarity (V1, V2).
As an alternative to the cosine distance, one may use the Euclidean distance between two vectors, which is calculated as:
Topic Modeling
Topic modeling is another powerful application of NLP which is used to extract latent or hidden themes that pervade a set of documents. The term refers to a class of algorithms that performs the extraction of topics through various computational processes. In our analysis, we use a topic model called the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng & Jordan, 2003) which is one of the simplest but most robust methods in topic modeling. Topic modeling, and particularly the LDA, has recently gained some acceptance in the management literature (e.g., Kaplan & Vakili, 2015) , but its application has mostly remained to extract keywords for latent topics in a large body of texts. Below, we briefly explain the basic intuitions of topic modeling and its potential for analyzing large textual data sets (see Blei (2012) for a comprehensive overview of the LDA method).
The LDA as well as other topic models are based on the assumption that a document contains a set of topics, and the topic itself consists of a set of keywords. From a statistical perspective, topic models assume that a given document is generated by selecting topics from the distribution of topics and then selecting a set of words from the probability distribution of words that are associated with those particular topics. This assumed structure is referred to as the document generative process. Thus, a document is a collection of words that are associated with the topics present in that document, with the words associated with the "heavier" topics in the document being present more, and vice versa. Given this framework, a topic model typically infers the probability distributions of topics and keywords by analyzing the pattern of words appearing in the corpus. The LDA algorithm estimates the hidden parameters (i.e., the set of topics in the corpus, the probability of words associated with a topic, the topic of each word in a document, and the topic distribution of each document) in the statistical framework through a Bayesian inference method by inverting the document generative process (Blei, 2012) .
The LDA algorithm is an unsupervised method, meaning that it generates topics without any intervention by the researcher. Thus, it eliminates bias introduced by human coders and enables researchers to discover unknown thematic structures latent in a large textual data set. The only input parameter for a standard LDA is the optimal number of topics to be generated from the corpus. Given a set of preprocessed documents, the algorithm automatically analyzes the cooccurrence of words across the data set and produces information regarding 1) the probability distribution of words in each topic and 2) the probability distribution of topics in each document.
Using this output information, a researcher can infer a set of topics to classify documents (e.g., Hasan, Ferguson, & Koning, 2015) or identify a document that spawns a new topic in the corpus data (e.g., Kaplan & Vakili, 2015) .
CONSTRUCTS

Measure of strategic change
Using the vector space model, we measure a firm's strategic change as the degree of change in its business description from year to year. In particular, we use the cosine distance between the firm's 10-K Item 1 tf-idf vector in year t and that in year t-1. As discussed earlier, prior studies have demonstrated that there is a close correspondence between the written description and the reality of firm strategies (e.g., Bowman, 1984) . For instance, Gavetti and Rivkin (2007) , examining Lycos's 1996 and 1999 10-K filings, found that the firm's business description dramatically changed over the three-year period, reflecting its shift in strategy: from a technology-oriented search engine company to a media-oriented company. They also found that Yahoo, in contrast to Lycos, persisted in using similar business descriptions which reflected the firm's strategy as a "media company" since early 1996 (p. 430). Given such evidence, the degree of change in a firm's strategy can be measured by the dissimilarity of business descriptions over different periods.
Measure of strategic positioning
Analogous to our measure of strategic change, we measure a firm's strategic positioning within its industry as the firm's average distance from its rivals in the same primary industry.
This approach is similar to Hoberg and Philips (2016) , who used a text-based distance measure of firms to create a new industry classification scheme. Rather than identifying an arbitrary cluster of firms in the entire text-based space, we use the relative positioning of the firms within an industry boundary to measure its level of differentiation. For instance, if most of the participants in an industry are more or less similar in their strategy and a particular firm positions itself to be differentiated from its competitors, the average distance against one's rivals would be high for the differentiator and low for the rest. Technically, to reflect this idea, we first calculate the cosine distance of the text vectors for all the pairs between the firm against all its rivals within the same four-digit SIC industry in year t and next take the average of the pairwise distance values.
Measure of strategic focus
Using the LDA topic model, we measure a firm's strategic focus by calculating the sum of squared topic weights from the LDA output. This is similar to a HHI measure of diversification, which computes the focus of a firm by taking the sum of the squared business segment shares (Palich et al., 2000) . After running the LDA algorithm on our 10-K data, setting 100 topics to be extracted, we found that keywords from a topic in the output data roughly corresponded to an industry topic. Therefore, we reasoned that the distribution of topic weights in each 10-K filing reflects the degree of concentration/diversification of the firm's business portfolio.
The soft drink industry
As a way to check how the proposed text-based measures of strategy capture different aspects of firm strategy, we show below the measures computed for the major firms in the beverage industry (SIC = 2080). We selected three major soft drink manufacturers, namely Coca-Cola Company (hereafter Coca-Cola), PepsiCo, and Dr. Pepper Snapple Group, because their histories are relatively well known to the public and have exhibited several shifts in their strategy over the past two decades.
First, in Figure 1 , we show the degree of strategic change for the three major soft drink manufacturers. The upper panel shows, for each firm, the cosine distance between the current and previous years' text vectors in dots and the historical trend in a median spline. The bottom panel overlays the median splines of the three firms for direct comparison. Higher values in the tf-idf cosine distance suggests that a company has used significantly different language to depict their business in a given year compared to the previous year.
In the figure, we find that PepsiCo has gone through some significant changes over the past two decades in comparison to its two rivals. In particular, the median spline shows that Through the mergers of the two businesses, PepsiCo controlled about 80% of its bottling network (Kaplan, 2010) , making it a highly vertically integrated firm.
----------------------------------------Insert Figure 1 about here ----------------------------------------
Next, in Figure 2 , we plot the three major soft drink manufacturers' average distance against their rivals within the beverage industry over time. As stated earlier, the cosine distance of the text vectors captures the dissimilarity between business descriptions and, thus, the average cosine distance of a firm against its rivals reveal how a firm differentiated its business against its industry rivals. -
---------------------------------------Insert Figure 2 about here ----------------------------------------
To better understand how strategic change and differentiation work in tandem, we map out, in Figure 3 Another interesting pattern is that the three groups of text vectors are rather located equally distant from each other. This pattern suggests that the three major beverage firms were rather distinct from each other, with no one firm particularly close to the other firms. Such a pattern corresponds to the firms showing similar distance values in Figure 2 .
As an example of our strategic focus measure, we display, in Figure 4 , the historical trend of the soft drink manufacturers' strategic focus from 1995 to 2016. A higher value in the measure means that the firm's business description has been more focused in terms of the topics present in the business descriptions. Among the three players, we find that PepsiCo has been the least focused player among the three majors. As evidenced in their large-scale acquisitions during the 2000s, PepsiCo expanded its operations beyond carbonated soft drinks (e.g., Pepsi and Mountain Dew) and snacks (e.g., Frito-Lay) into various food (e.g., Quaker Oats) and noncarbonated beverage (e.g., Tropicana) markets. In the meantime, Coca-Cola remained focused on its carbonated beverages until 2007, when it then diversified its brand portfolio and acquired several companies in the still drink segment 5 . While the Dr. Pepper Snapple Group has been more of a focused player in the beverage industry, since its spin-off from Cadbury, the firm has been a heavy diversifier within the industry, holding more than 50 carbonated and noncarbonated drink brands.
-
---------------------------------------Insert Figure 4 about here ----------------------------------------
The airline industry
As another example to show how our measures perform, we apply the three measures to the scheduled air transportation industry (SIC = 4512). We selected the airline industry since prior research has found that it is an attractive empirical setting to study competitive dynamics of market players due to its single-business characteristic (e.g., Guo et al., 2017; Baum & Korn, 1996) . We picked six major airlines (Southwest Airlines, American Airlines, Delta Air Lines, United Airlines, JetBlue Airways, and Spirit Airlines 6 ) for comparison. Figure 5 shows the strategic change of these airline firms from 1996 to 2016.
As the graph shows, the major airline firms exhibited distinctive periods of strategic change in the past two decades. Again, we find that the periods of strategic change correspond remarkably well to the individual histories of the firm. Below, we focus the discussion on countries around the world, making it the largest airline in terms of revenue passenger miles. The peak in 2010 reflects the merger between United and Continental.
- Figure 6 , we plot the average distance of the airline firms to the rest of its competitors.
An interesting point about Southwest Airlines is that, unlike prior reports that find the firm as a highly differentiated airline during the pre-2000 era (e.g., Porter, 1996) , our measure of differentiation shows that its distance against its rivals has been relatively decreasing in the post-2000 era. Such a trend may have resulted from the fact that Southwest has become a major domestic airline over the years by serving numerous geographical markets across the whole nation. In addition, Southwest's entry to the international markets, through its acquisition of AirTran in 2010, may have contributed to the loss in differentiation. Essentially, the move represented an entry into the territories of the other major airlines, such United Airlines or American Airlines, which already had significant operations in the international markets. A different reason that may have affected Southwest's relative position is the rise of other low-cost airlines, such as JetBlue and Spirit. These firms explicitly adopted various aspects of Southwest's strategy, such as maintaining a limited number of airports, a single type of aircraft, and a single class of service.
Furthermore, to get a better understanding of the relationship between strategic change and positioning, we show the PCA result of the airline firms' text vectors in Figure 7 . In the plot, the relative distances between the dots do not perfectly correspond with the cosine distance shown in Figure 5 . 7 While the distance between the text vectors for Southwest Airlines and Delta Air Lines matches their pattern of strategic change, the PCA result does not reflect the major peaks shown in United's (2001 and 2010) and American Airlines' (2013) subplots. Despite the partial correlation between the strategic change and the relative distance in the PCA plot, the PCA result still reveals some information about the similarity across the text vectors. In particular, though Southwest lost its extent of differentiation in the later years, as evidenced in Figure 6 , their positioning was rather distinct to the rest of the competitors. According to the PCA result, American Airlines, United Airlines, and Spirit Airlines were located in a similar space. While JetBlue was initially close to this group of firms, the firm slowly moved away from the group over time. When viewed in conjunction with the results in Figure 5 an Figure 6 , we can understand that JetBlue was trying to carve out its own market position over the past decade through a moderate level of strategic change. Figure 8 , we show the strategic focus of the six major airline firms from 1995 to 2016. Most notably, Delta Air Lines exhibits the highest level of focus among the six major airlines throughout the whole period. However, despite its high level of focus, Delta has also been the firm that has lost a significant degree of focus since the early 2000s. To get a relative sense of what the scale of the focus measure implies, in Figure 9 , we compared the strategic focus of Delta Air Lines with General Electronics, which is a multi-business firm known for its broad business portfolio. Similar to the bottom panel in Figure 8 , we overlay the calculated focus measures for Delta and GE in the upper panel of Figure 9 . As one would expect, the plot intuitively shows that GE's focus is significantly lower than Delta's throughout the past two decades.
To get a better sense of how the focus measure was calculated, in the bottom side of Figure 9 , we show two PCA plots of the LDA topics extracted for Delta and GE in 2015. In this PCA plot, a circle denotes a topic present in a given business description, the size of the circle refers to the relative topic weight, and the relative position of the circle shows how similar a topic was to the others. For instance, the large "0" circle in Delta's PCA plot (bottom left panel) refers to a topic with keywords related to the air transportation industry 8 . As represented by its size, Delta's business description mostly concerns the airline industry topic, and this is the reason why Delta had a higher focus score in the upper panel. In the meanwhile, GE's PCA plot (bottom right panel) shows that the firm's business description had a greater number of topics with relatively equal and small weights. Since our focus measure takes the sum of the squared topic weights, the distribution of the topic weights tells why GE's focus value was significantly lower than Delta. Interestingly, we find that the circle "35" referred to a topic with keywords related to the aerospace business 9 . The presence of this topic and its relative size reflects GE's presence in the aerospace sector through its aircraft engine division, GE Aviation.
RELATIONS TO PERFORMANCE
Using the methods described in the previous section, we empirically analyzed how each measure of the strategy constructs relates to firm performance. In the regression analyses, we used a one-year leading Tobin's q as the dependent variable since we are focusing on the future performance implications of these constructs as predicted by theory. Following previous work (Villalonga, 2004 ), Tobin's q was calculated as the ratio of market value to the book value of total assets. We included three control variables across all regressions: the current ratio, the selling, general, and administrative expenses (SG&A) intensity, and the logged total sales. The current ratio reflects the short-term cash constraints and is defined as the firm's current assets over current liabilities. The SG&A intensity addresses a firm's overhead efficiency and was calculated as the ratio of SG&A expenses over total sales. The log of total sales was used as a proxy for firm size. We ran pooled OLS regressions with year fixed effects and industry fixed effects at the four-digit SIC level. The fact that the findings are robust to the inclusion of industry fixed effects demonstrates the cross-industry validity of the constructs. Robust standard errors were used to account for heteroscedasticity in all regression models.
- Table 1 about here
The relationship between strategic change and performance Table 1 reports the results of the pooled OLS regressions. Model (1) reports the baseline regression result without the key independent variable. The coefficients for the control variables are all statistically significant. The current ratio and the SG&A intensity were positively related to Tobin's q, suggesting that the lesser the firm is constrained in cash and the more resources allocated to overhead activities, the higher the firm performance. The proxy for firm size is negatively related to Tobin's q, indicating that the larger the firm, the lower the firm performance.
Model (2) in Table 1 reports the results of the pooled OLS regressions in which the independent variable is the strategic change variable, calculated in terms of the cosine distance between a firm's current and previous text vectors. The result indicate that strategic change has a statistically significant (p < 0.05) and negative effect on Tobin's q. This result suggests that the more the firm changes its strategy from its previous year, the lesser the firm performance in the subsequent year. Thus, the given result lends support to the studies which suggest that strategic change is associated with a negative firm performance (e.g., Sing et al., 1986) .
The relationship between strategic positioning and performance
Next, Models (3) and (4) displays the results of the pooled OLS regressions for the strategic positioning measure. The strategic positioning measure was also calculated in terms of the cosine distance between text vectors. In Model (3), the coefficient on the positioning variable based on cosine distance is positive, but not significant. When including the quadratic terms of each variable in Model (4), however, we find that there is an inverted U-shape relationship between positioning and firm performance (statistically significant at p < 0.01 for both the linear and quadratic terms). Increasing differentiation against industry players is first associated with performance increase, but later associated with performance degradation. This is in line with the standard argument about differentiation that differentiated firms achieve competitive advantage up to a moderate degree (e.g., Porter, 1985) .
The relationship between strategic focus and performance
In Model (5) and (6) of Table 1 , we report the results of the pooled OLS regressions for the strategic focus measure and its squared term. As stated earlier, the strategic focus measure is a HHI-like measure of the topic weights in a firm's annual report and thus is bound by 0 and 1.
Model (5) estimates the linear effect of strategic focus on Tobin's Q. The coefficient on Focus is positive and significant. Model (6) reports the estimation of the curvilinear effect of strategic focus on performance. The coefficient on the quadratic term is negative and significant (p<0.01), while the coefficient on the linear term is positive and significant (p<0.01). The inflection point is 0.47 and it is within the range of the focus variable [0,1]. Thus, the results suggest that there is an inverted-U shaped relationship between strategic focus and firm performance. Such result is in line with the argument that firm performance is maximized when firms achieve an optimal level of related diversification (e.g., Zahavi & Lavie, 2013) .
Robustness tests
To test the robustness of the regressions results, we ran regressions with return on assets (ROA) as the dependent variable. The results are qualitatively similar to the results reported in Table 1 . We also ran several sensitivity tests of the sample of firms used in the regression. We tested whether limiting our sample to the firms listed in the Russell 3000 and the S&P 500 or whether including only the business descriptions with a sizeable length (i.e., more than 5,000 words) changed the results. Again, the results were qualitatively similar to the results reported in Table 1 . Thus, we find additional evidence that our text-based measures of strategic change and positioning reflect the underlying constructs, by showing that the measures support the performance implications of change, differentiation, and focus as discussed in the literature.
DISCUSSION
Measuring strategy
In this paper, we demonstrated that we can utilize the qualitative information in unstructured textual data and create novel measures of strategy using two NLP techniques, called vector space models and topic modeling. By applying new text analytic techniques to the annual reports of U.S. firms, we created text-based measures of three core strategy concepts: strategic change, positioning, and focus. Examples and statistical results show that our measures of the three strategy constructs reflect relatively well the purported characteristics of firm strategy. In particular, we find evidence that examples of our measures closely correspond to descriptive accounts of several firm histories. We also statistically test the relationship between our measures and firm performance, and find support that each measure is significantly associated with future firm profitability as predicted by prior theoretical arguments.
While a nascent stream of studies in the management literature has started to use NLP tools to utilize textual data (e.g., Kaplan & Vakili, 2015; Arts, Cassiman, & Gomez, 2018) , its usage has been mostly limited to the study of technology by analyzing patent abstracts. To our knowledge, no study has yet applied the tools to study the core questions in strategy, such as those related to strategic change, positioning, and focus. To be clear, we do not intend to suggest that what we have done here is a robust empirical testing of prior theories, but rather to suggest that our text-based measures reflect the underlying strategy concepts. We expect that the use of our methods can serve as a complement, not a substitute, for the existing methods found in prior empirical studies of strategy.
More generally, we believe that the approach presented here can be seen as the first steps towards creating constructs that can "measure" some crucial aspects of strategy in a way that can cut across industries and geographies. Hopefully, this will trigger further such attempts to translate rich constructs that have heretofore remained in the conceptual-theoretical domain to the empirical one. This should in turn allow us to empirically test some of the core claims in the field of strategic management, as well as explore novel ones.
Links to other streams of management research
We believe that the methods introduced in this paper would also be useful for various other inquiries in management research. Recently, strategy researchers have started to actively examine textual data to investigate questions such as how firms strategically communicate with external constituents (Guo, Yu, & Gimeno, 2017) , how market agents engage in a discourse around new technologies (Kahl & Grodal, 2016) , and how firm executives impress investors through verbal presentations (Whittington, Yakis-Douglas, & Ahn, 2016) . As evidenced in these efforts, NLP techniques can be a powerful tool to the study of communication, cognition, representation, culture, and institutions.
Using the two methods introduced in this paper, researchers may examine other types of texts (e.g., press releases, conference call transcripts, and news or magazine articles) to identify the linguistic contents in the respective text data and create measures of constructs to answer different kinds of questions. For instance, given a corpus of texts that records a continuous flow of events (e.g., a diary of project development or a set of news articles), one may utilize the vector space model and create similarity measures of texts to examine how an event has progressed over time.
Template for introducing machine learning into strategy
Although we have here introduced two NLP techniques that efficiently and effectively analyze large textual data sets, other NLP techniques can also be explored and applied to analyze unstructured textual data. In fact, the two techniques introduced here are some of the simplest from the NLP domain. Many more techniques exist, such as named entity recognition, relationship extraction, text classification, sentiment analysis, and semantic networks, which extract other types of information from texts. For example, using semantic networks, researchers can automatically extract relationships between concepts underlying a text and create network representations of the concepts. Such techniques can be applied after the preprocessing steps we have covered in this paper.
Moreover, in recent years, new NLP applications that incorporate machine learning frameworks have been introduced. Though many applications are focused on addressing traditional NLP tasks, such as text classification, using neural network models, vastly original methods that extract new types of textual information also exist. For instance, word2vec (Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) creates vector representations of words that capture a syntactic and semantic relationships between words. Such methods provide opportunities for researchers to extract even deeper relational information within a text. We concur with the statement that new methods "allow scholars to address old questions in new ways and to investigate questions that were not tractable using existing methods" (Arora, Gittelman, Kaplan, Lynch, Mitchell, & Siggelkow, 2016: p. 3).
Our hope is that this paper can serve as a template for future work on how increasingly sophisticated machine learning techniques can be introduced into strategic management research, and how it can help shed light on some of the most fundamental questions in the field. 
